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Read the short story.  Then answer each question. 

 

Sally’s Pet 

Sally has a new pet. 

It has red eyes. 

What kind of pet is it? 

Her new pet is tan and white. 

Its fur feels soft. 

What kind of pet is it? 

Her new pet lives in a cage. 

It likes to run. 
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What kind of pet is it? 

Sally helps to feed her new pet. 

It likes to eat seeds. 

What kind of pet is it? 

Sally helps to give her new pet water. 

It drinks out of a bottle. 

What kind of pet is it? 

Sally loves her new pet! 
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Exercises: 

1.  Choose the correct answer. 

 What color eyes does Sally’s pet have? 

a. blue 

b. purple 

c. green 

d. red 

Where does Sally’s pet live? 

a. in a dresser 

b. in a cage 

c. in a glass bowl 

d. in a tent 

What does Sally’s pet like to eat? 

a. ice cream 

b. marshmallows 

c. seeds 

d. pizza 
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2. Put the words in order to make each 

sentence. 

 fur   /   soft   /   Its   /   feels 

 ___________________________________________ 

 eat   /   to   /   likes   /   seeds   /   It 

 ___________________________________________ 

 out   /   bottle   /   It   /   a   /   drinks   /   of 

 ___________________________________________ 

3. What kind of pet would you like to have? 

Draw a picture and label it. 
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Answers: 
 
1.  Choose the correct answer. 

 What color eyes does Sally’s pet have? 

d. red 

Where does Sally’s pet live? 

b. in a cage 

What does Sally’s pet like to eat? 

c. seeds 

2. Put the words in order to make each 

sentence. 

 Its fur feels soft. 

 It likes to eat seeds. 

 It drinks out of a bottle. 

3. What kind of pet would you like to have? 

Draw a picture and label it. 

 Answers will vary. 
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